I n the original article cited above, we discovered errors in the description of the computational models employed and in the reported computational results. Although reported values for many individual phenomena (e.g., carbonyl stretching frequencies, atomic partial charges, and energetics) change by small to moderate amounts (as described in full in the revised Supporting Information (SI)), the two qualitative conclusions that are most affected by the corrected computational results are the following: (1) The nature of Site 2 in UiO-66 remains poorly understood. The higher frequency carbonyl stretches observed by experiment and assigned to a more electrophilic Ir(CO) 2 fragment bound to such a site are not predicted for the tautomer presented in the original paper, nor even for a node made more electrophilic by outright protonation (new data in revised SI). (2) The reaction paths computed for ethylene dimerization and shown in a corrected Figure 6 supplied in the revised SI show little influence of the computed Ir binding sites on the rate-determining step for this reaction. Subsequent studies that further compare these corrected results (as well as results predicted for ethylene hydrogenation) to those predicted for other decorated Zr 6 MOFs are available. 1 The original authors regret their failure to have identified these errors prior to publication of the original article.
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On July 7, 2016, an Expression of Concern was posted on the original article alerting readers to inconsistencies in the computational results that may compromise the analysis and discussion. The Expression of Concern has been removed upon correction of the article.
The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the ACS Publications website at DOI: 10.1021/jacs.7b02871.
List of specific corrections to the originally published text, including corrected figures, and a corrected version of the original SI in which various computed metric, energetic, and vibrational frequency data were updated and the computational methods description was expanded, along with related tables and figures (PDF)
